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ANESE CAVANAUGH

Leadership Advisor, Creator of the 
IEP Method®, Author of Contagious 
Culture

Showing Up for Leadership: Your Presence is Your Impact

People most often think that leadership skills and strategies are what 
create the most effective results. What’s even more important is how each 
of us Show Up through our Intentions, Energy, and Presence (IEP). Anese 
will share the IEP Method®, a proven methodology used to help business 
leaders and organizations enhance leadership capabilities, strengthen 
culture and collaboration, and innovate more effectively in order to create 
optimal meaningful results both at work and at home.

DIANA CHAPMAN

Co-Founder of The Conscious 
Leadership Group and Advisor to 
Exceptional Leaders

Above the Line / Below the Line: Where Are You?

Most cultures are operating from fear versus trust. The key to shift this is to 
have eveyone understand when and how they are caught in defensive be-
havior. Using the simple above the line/below the line model, you’ll learn 
how to locate whether you are above the line in trust, or below the line in 
fear.  You’ll also experience the drama triangle as a framework to help you 
become even more aware of your repeating relational patterns that cause 
drama in your workplace. 

PRAKASH VENKATARAMAN

Executive Development, LinkedIn

Scaling Compassionate Leadership in Organizations

The mission of a company is achieved by its people and their collabo-
ration with each other. To succeed, leaders need to balance the natural 
tension between the task dimension, without losing sight of the human 
dimension that is the foundation of a company’s growth. Enter compas-
sionate leadership. In this workshop, you’ll learn how LinkedIn scales 
Compassionate Leadership through people who understand that com-
passion and mindfulness are at the forefront of effective collaboration. 
We’ll consider how compassionate leaders start with compassion for 
themselves and we’ll explore exercises and micro-practices that you can 
leverage in your organization.
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SESSION 1: LEADING FROM THE INSIDE OUT
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ASHANTI BRANCH

Founder + Executive Director, The 
Ever Forward Club

Taking Off The Mask: Unlocking Authenticity at Work 

Recent research from Google, and Harvard suggests that the most critical 
factor for team effectiveness is “psychological safety” – an environment 
where team members can take risks without concern of embarrassment, 
rejection, or punishment. Taking Off The Mask challenges leaders to em-
brace the parts of themselves that we might hide or turn away from, so we 
can create more real authentic relationships with co-workers, friends and 
family. 

DAVID NGO

Founder + CEO, Behavior Delta

Behavior Design Now: The Emotional and Motivational 
Building Blocks of Tiny Transformations

If you want to walk away understanding how behavior works, shift and 
train tiny transformations within yourself and team, then join David and 
20 others for a packed 1-hour experience-filled session.  We’ll be working 
with Dr. BJ Fogg’s core Behavior Design model and apply it to shifting 
small behaviors that make a big impact.

BETSY CROUCH & ZOE 
GALVEZ

Co-Founders, ImprovHQ

Life is Improvised! Thrive + Collaborate in Moments of 
Rapid Change

Boost morale and productivity with an interactive learning experience 
that supports you as an individual while fostering positive group dynam-
ics. Life is improvised! Train for the unexpected using the improviser’s 
mindset and toolkit. Expect increased mental agility, resilience, and tools 
for exceptional collaboration, executive presence, and improved relation-
ships. Oh yeah, and it’s a whole lot of fun! 

JULIAN LUTE

Organizational Culture Consultant, 
Great Place to Work® 

What’s Trust Got to Do With It? An Introduction to the 
Trust Mindset™

Do you tend to trust others willingly, or do you give trust sparingly? At the 
best workplaces, employees tend to have an advanced attitude toward 
trust, where they give colleagues the benefit of the doubt and are grateful 
for the trust given to them to perform their best. By exploring the Trust 
Mindset™ through interactive discussions, leaders will see how the “soft” 
skill of trusting makes hard-nosed business sense, as well as how they can 
make a High-Trust way of thinking transformational for themselves and 
their teams.ing on inclusion will drive innovative business strategies.

SESSION 2: BUILDING A HIGH PERFORMANCE TEAM

TONY BOND

Chief Innovation Officer, Great 
Place to Work® 
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ADAM SMILEY POSWOLSKY

Author of The Quarter-Life Break-
through, Millennial workplace 
expert

Fostering Inter-Generational Collaboration Between 
Millennials and Baby Boomers

Strong culture begins with an engaged and collaborative workforce. In 
this interactive and inter-generational panel, we’ll breakthrough common 
stereotypes about Millennial employees, and understand the similarities 
(and differences) between Millennials and Baby Boomers. Expert panel-
ists will share tips and tools to empower Millennial talent, and strategies 
to foster inter-generational collaboration that will help you build a pur-
pose-driven workplace that engages all your employees. 

RACHEL WILLIAMS

Head of Diversity + Inclusion, Yelp

ELAINE LIN HERING

Consultant, Triad

Thanks for the Feedback: How to Receive Feedback Well

Feedback is everywhere, for everyone. The typical response is to focus on 
teaching (and encouraging) people to give feedback. But if the receiver is 
unwilling or unable to take in the feedback, there’s only so far the giver’s 
skillfulness or persistence can go. Through interactive exercises, small 
group discussion and personal reflection, we take a hard look at the trig-
gers that incline us to dismiss feedback, and provide actionable tips on 
how to turn even off-base, unfair and poorly delivered feedback into real 
learning and growth.

DAVE KASHEN

Co-founder & Managing Partner, 
Fearless Ventures 

Love More. Fear Less. How the Best Performing Teams 
Drive Breakthrough Results.

In the best-performing teams, team members operate primarily from a 
place of love and openness, not fear and ego. Team members trust and 
support each other and focus on their shared goals instead of wasting 
time and energy protecting themselves from one another. People are 
more fulfilled AND the team achieves dramatically better results. Yet in 
98% of teams, team members operate primarily from a place of fear and 
ego. In this workshop, we’ll unmask the most damaging and pervasive 
myths that lead to fear-based cultures, and learn how to create the condi-
tions for love, trust and openness - in yourselves and your teams.

MARTI GRIMMINCK

Founder + CEO of International 
Connector
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JAMIE WOOLF

Manager of Leadership Develop-
ment, Pixar Animation Studios

How Pixar Fuels a Creative Spirit

Designed for culture builders, participants will gain ideas to bring back 
to their work environments to shake things up, inspire play, and coax out 
unconventional thinking. Drawing from Pixar’s culture, discover ways to 
blur the line between work and play.

TOM (LIANG-YU) CHI

Previously GoogleX and Factory

The Culture of Rapid Innovation

This workshop is to take a look at and begin to adjust the cultural under-
pinnings that allow for or restrict rapid innovation.

CHRIS GOOD

Creative Director, One WorkPlace

How Physical Space Can Shape Your Team Culture

Your work environment conveys a message about what you value, who 
you are, and where you are going. It shapes our behaviors and our culture. 
Smart leaders know to never leave the experience of their workplace to 
chance. But how do we create spaces that make a positive impact on our 
clients, our partners and our teams? This workshop actively explores the 
culture you wish to foster and shows you how to make spaces that pro-
mote aligned behaviors.

SESSION 3: EVOLVING AS AN ORGANIZATION

HEIDI ROSENFELDER

Leadership Development Associ-
ate, Pixar Animation Studios

LARISSA CONTE

Founder, Wayfinding

Catalyzing Transformation: How Rites of Passage Acceler-
ate Growth and Meaning In Organizations

In an attempt to get shit done, we often rush through moments of change, 
eager to get to the next phase. But when we slow down and create inten-
tional thresholds, these spaces catapult us forward with renewed clarity, 
inspiration, and creativity. This workshop will explore the impact of rites 
of passage on leaders, teams, and organizations, and introduce you to 
the basic design elements that you can use to create change. Addition-
ally, participants will experience a mini personal rite of passage using 
the conference as our container. pinnings that allow for or restrict rapid 
innovation.
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PARNEET PAL

Chief Science Officer, Wisdom Labs

Mindfulness in a Fast-Paced World

Working in an increasingly distracted and technology-driven business 
environment can often leave us feeling disconnected - from ourselves, 
others and our mission. In this workshop, we’ll use interactive discussion 
and meditative practice to learn why being a mindful culture is even more 
important today than ever before. You’ll leave with a better understanding 
of what mindfulness really means, what its science-based benefits are (for 
you and your organization) and the ability to use the foundational practic-
es in your everyday work life.

ANNA BOTELHO

GoogleArts program manager, 
Google

Grassroots Engagement: How to Build Culturally Rele-
vant Programs with Purpose 

Want to change the culture at your company, but not sure how to start? 
Emmy and Anna will walk you through assessing what your cultural goals 
are, and then how to meet them. Having created groundbreaking pro-
gramming at Yahoo! And Google, Emmy and Anna will offer both philo-
sophical insight on how to build bottoms-up programming that sticks, 
and practical tips on how to get started. You will walk out of the room with 
your personal action plan for cultural change!

EMMY NEGRIN

Manager, Yahoo For Good, Yahoo 
Employee Foundation

SESSION 4: DESIGNING PROGRAMS AND EXPERIENCES

JENNA CUSHNER

Global Ground Control Lead, 
Airbnb

Forget Culture Fit!  How to Interview for Shared Values

Interviewing for culture fit can be riddled with bias and unintended con-
sequences. This session is for anyone looking to go beyond culture fit and 
grow a team of people with shared values. We will offer our learnings from 
5+ years of doing this at Airbnb where our team grew from 200 to 3000 
employees. We’ll spend the majority of the session digging into how to 
identify shared values in candidates through asking the right questions. 
We will go through the attributes of a great question and then breakout 
into small groups to build questions for your unique cases, and give you a 
chance to practice. 

DAVE O’NEILL

Culture and Communications 
Manager, Airbnb
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JENNY SAUER-KLEIN

Founder + Director, The Culture 
Conference

Welcome Home: How to Create Unforgettable Onboard-
ing Programs that Instill Trust, Belonging and Loyalty

Onboarding is often seen as a tedious process, full of rules, policies, and 
endless information. But what if the onboarding experience could be fun, 
engaging, and inspiring? What if it could create improved retention and 
morale, and the instant integration of new talent into your culture and 
community? You will learn how to make the best first impression on new 
employees, so they never want to leave!

TING KELLY, BEAR KITTAY, 
CARSON BOWLEY

Co-Founders, Emergent Collective

Ritual Innovation: How to Cultivate the Conditions for 
Emergent Creativity 

Emergent creativity is not just for some people or some companies - it can 
be harnessed by anyone if you know how to create the right conditions. 
We’ve worked with creative teams from Burning Man to Nike and have 
found the secret to collaborative flow-states is the combination of inten-
tional rituals with augmenting technologies. You will learn how to apply 
tools such as time boxing, constellating, and rapid prototyping to your 
creative process so your team can do more meaningful, connected work 
in less time than you ever thought possible.

JULIE MARKHAM

Chief of Staff, Unreasonable Group

Clarify your Culture with a Values Based Manifesto  

At Unreasonable, we created our culture manifesto in the early days to 
be intentional about creating a culture that we love (and one we wanted 
to work at), because it was too important not to. We’ll share what we’ve 
learned from creating our manifesto, and help you develop the framework 
of your own culture manifesto that can empower your team to make deci-
sions and evaluate opportunities through the lens of your core values.
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DANIELA PLATTNER & 
DAVID NGO

Rise + Shine: Dance Yourself Awake

Start your day in a peak state. Through light facilitation and awesome 
music, you’ll get out of your head and into your body. Come get inspired, 
have some fun, and get to know fellow conference attendees in a new 
way. Let loose before the incredible day of festivities and programming!

ADAM ROSENDAHL 

Founder, Late Nite Art

LATE NITE ART™ : A Social Art Experience

LATE NITE ART™ is an immersive, social art experience. Come meet new 
friends, break through your creative and social walls, and get your hands 
dirty exploring provocative questions using art supplies while listening to 
great music. After 100+ events in 9 countries, we are thrilled to bring LATE 
NITE ART to The Culture Conference.

SPECIAL EXPERIENCES


